Consulting Services | Business & Analytics Advisors

Where You’ll Work

WWT is hiring Seniors for its Analyst – Business and Analytics Advisors (BAA) position!

The BAA team makes up the management consulting group of World Wide Technology that is hyper-focused on providing business outcomes for our clients. The team takes on the most challenging problems our customers face and provide innovative solutions that involve data strategy, analytical modeling, data governance, AI/ML platforms, and enterprise architecture strategy.

What You’ll Do

You’ll work in cross-functional teams of typically 3 – 5 consultants, playing an active role in all aspects of the client engagement.

This includes gathering and analyzing information, formulating and testing hypotheses, and developing and communicating recommendations. The Analyst is responsible for interacting with clients to understand their business needs and working with project teams to develop solutions leveraging WWT's capabilities. The ideal candidate can understand detailed technological, business, and analytical concepts and communicate those concepts to clients in a way that is easy to comprehend.

Who You’ll Work With

WWT employs more than 5,000 people and operates more than 2 million square feet of state-of-the-art warehousing, distribution and integration space strategically located throughout the world.

As an Analyst, you will join our team and begin engaging immediately in work with folks from around the globe and directly with our clients. When you join WWT as an Analyst, you are joining a firm that will challenge you and invest in your professional development. In this role you will be joining consultants from top firms like Accenture and BCG, Data Scientists with PhDs from the top universities, and skilled Engineers with best in class industry knowledge. Our goal is to bring together business acumen with full-stack technical know-how to develop innovative solutions for our clients' most complex challenges and hope for you to join us!

What You’ll Get

WWT provides you the opportunity to be part of a high impact, growth-oriented, and innovative team that is solving customer’s most complicated problems. We are looking for an individual ready to make an immediate impact, someone with competitive drive, and the right combination of intelligence, ingenuity, and ambition. Do you have what it takes to stand out from your peers?

- Client Facing, Project-Based Work
- Engaged Leadership
- New Hire Training
- Career Development Managers
- R&D Program

- 401K Match
- Tuition Reimbursement
- Pet Insurance
- Onsite Health Clinic
- Wellness Program